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Abstract: This article focuses on Old English derivational paradigms with adjectival 

base and assesses their productivity and degree of recursivity. On the theoretical side, 

the article puts forward the concept of paradigmatic productivity in order to gauge the 

relative importance of lexical categories as bases of word-formation. On the descriptive 

side, the analysis identifies the basic adjectives of Old English, gathers their derivatives, 

assigns a base of derivation to each deadjectival lemma and lists the instances of 

recursive word-formation. The main conclusions of the research are that the derivational 

paradigms of adjectives are not as productive as the ones based on strong verbs and that 

recursive formations result from affixation far more often than from compounding and 

zero derivation.  
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1. Aims and scope 

 

Previous research in the areas of Old English morphology and lexical semantics is 

concerned, above all, with syntagmatic aspects of word-formation and the associated 

typological changes undergone by the derivational morphology of this historical stage 

of the English language (thus Kastovsky 1992, 2006; Haselow 2011).1 In essence, these 
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works identify a typological change from variable bases to invariable bases of 

derivation and an increase in the importance of affixation with respect to zero 

derivation. Trips (2009) and Haselow (2011) also carry out syntagmatic studies in 

productivity that shed light on the evolution of individual affixes but do not contribute 

significantly to the overall picture of the Old English lexicon. By adopting a structural-

functional perspective, Martín Arista (2011, 2012, 2013, fc.) identifies lexical strata 

based on the output of the different word-formation processes that take place in a more 

or less transparent way in the lexicon of Old English and raises the question of the role 

of recursivity in paradigmatic analysis but does not have much to say about the specific 

weight of lexical categories when it comes to producing new derived terms, neither does 

he discuss the importance of recursivity in this respect. 

 Against this background, this article deals with Old English word-formation and, 

to be more precise, with derivatives with adjectival base. The aims of the research are to 

assess the relative importance of deadjectival formations to the derived lexicon of Old 

English and to determine the degree of recursivity of the derivatives that belong to 

deadjectival paradigms. These questions are related in that the higher the degree of 

recursivity exhibited by deadjectival paradigms, the more significant the contribution to 

the non-basic lexical stock will be. 

 In order to address these questions, a paradigmatic approach has been adopted 

that focuses on the relations of semantic and morphological inheritance holding between 

a base of derivation and all related derivatives. Consider, as illustration, the set of 

derivatives that can be traced back to the adjectival base glēaw ‘penetrating, keen, 

prudent, wise, skilful; good’, given in (1): 

 

(1) 
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a.  Adjectives: ǣglēaw ‘learned in the law’, cræftglēaw ‘skilful, wise’,  

ferhðglēaw ‘wise, prudent’, foreglēaw ‘foreseeing, provident’, frēaglēaw 

‘very wise’, glēawferhð ‘prudent’, glēawhȳdig ‘thoughtful, wise, 

prudent’, glēawhycgende ‘thoughtful, wise, prudent’, glēawlic ‘wise, 

prudent’, glēawmōd ‘wise, sagacious’, hreðerglēaw ‘wise, prudent’, 

hyrgeglēaw ‘prudent in mind’, mōdglēaw  ‘wise’, steorglēaw ‘clever at 

astronomy’, unglēaw ‘ignorant, foolish, unwise’, wordglēaw ‘skilful in 

words’. 

b.  Adverbs: foreglēawlīce ‘providently, prudently’, glēawe ‘wisely, 

 prudently, well’ glēawlīce ‘prudently, wisely’, unglēawlīce 

 ‘unwisely, imprudently’. 

c.  Nouns: gereordglēawnes ‘skill in singing’, glēawnes ‘wisdom, prudence, 

skill; sign, token’, glēawscipe ‘wisdom, thoughtfulness, diligence; proof, 

test’, unglēawnes ‘folly, ignorance’, unglēawscipe ‘folly’. 

 

In this work, a set of lexical items such as (1) is called a derivational paradigm, while 

the base of derivation of the paradigm is considered the basic adjective. The members 

of a derivational paradigm are free lexemes, thus lemmas. As (1) shows, members of the 

lexical categories adjective, adverb and noun result from morphological processes of 

affixation and compounding whose base is glēaw. At the same time, some derivatives 

can be directly related to the base of derivation (as in glēaw > glēawlīce) whereas 

others call for intermediate derivational steps (as is the case with glēaw > glēawlīce > 

unglēawlīce). The formation of unglēawlīce is recursive because it involves two 

affixations, while glēawlīce is non-recursive. Derivations, therefore, are strictly gradual. 

On the semantic side, one or more of the meaning senses of the base in (1) are found in 
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the derivatives. Given these concepts, this journal article assesses the productivity and 

recursivity of derivational paradigms like those found in (1). The outline of the article is 

as follows. Section 2 makes a number of further theoretical and descriptive remarks on 

questions like productivity, the concept of lexical paradigm, the deadjectival formations 

of Old English from a syntagmatic perspective, and the relative importance of zero 

derivation and the consequences for the overall description of the lexicon. Section 3 

identifies the basic adjectives of Old English, gathers their paradigms and assesses the 

productivity of deadjectival paradigms by comparing it to the other lexical categories. 

Section 4 deals with recursivity in deadjectival formations and section 5 draws the main 

conclusions of this work. 

 

 

2. Further theoretical and descriptive remarks 

 

In a nutshell, some important aspects of previous research in the area on which I draw 

include: (i) the associative character of the Old English lexicon, as described by 

Kastovsky (1992); (ii) the primary character of the Germanic strong verb, which, as put 

forward by Hinderling (1967), Seebold (1970), Kastovsky (1992) and Bammesberger 

(1992), represents the starting point of Germanic word-formation; (iii) the existence of a 

primary class of Germanic adjectives, as Heidermanns (1993) claims, which, at least 

partially, cannot be morphologically related to strong verbs; (iv) the existence of a 

typological shift in the Old English lexicon, which changes from stem-formation to 

word-formation in inflection as well as in derivation, as Kastovsky (2006) puts it; and 

(v) the characteristics of recategorization and recursivity as defining the derivational 
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side of morphology, as Martín Arista (2008, 2009) remarks. The resulting questions 

from this last point require a more detailed discussion. 

According to Plag (1999: 6), productivity is “the possibility of coining new 

complex words according to the word-formation rules of a given language”. Baayen 

(1989) and Baayen and Lieber (1991) propose statistical measures of productivity 

whose applicability to historical languages poses a number of problems, including the 

ones identified by Kastovsky (1992), Lass (1994) and Quirk and Wrenn (1994). 

Kastovsky (1992: 357) remarks that in a historical language there is no direct way of 

testing productivity, instead we have to rely on indirect evidence like textual frequency. 

This author also points out that given that productivity and transparency vary 

diachronically, when a morphological process loses its productivity and transparency it 

is likely to leave a part of its output in the lexicon. Lass (1994) engages in unique 

formations and stresses the fact that words with one textual occurrence may be 

lexicalised forms or morphological residues rather than neologisms. Quirk and Wrenn 

(1994: 104) rightly state that “it is often imposible for us to distinguish processes that 

were active and flourishing during the Old English period from those, which had ceased 

to be, formative before the Anglo-Saxons left the continent of Europe”. For these 

reasons, but also because of the paradigmatic approach adopted, the measure on 

productivity is aimed at derivational paradigms and, more specifically, to the lexical 

output of the paradigm. 

 I follow Pounder (2000) on the relevance of the notion of derivational paradigm, 

which bears a parallelism with the inflectional paradigm and has explanatory value in 

the paradigmatic dimension of the lexicon. For Pounder (2000:82), the derivational 

paradigm is “a set of paradigmatic relations between word-formations sharing a lexemic 

root”. This author distinguishes between the paradigm as a morphological structure, 
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consisting of a set of paths between a base and the operations that turn out its 

derivatives, and the lexical paradigm involving a structured pattern of instructions for 

operations on stems. The former is valid for a whole lexical class and the latter is the 

individual paradigm of the member of a lexical class. This difference between the 

morphological and the lexical paradigm rests on the notions of degree of abstractness 

and dynamism. The morphological paradigm defines a set of possible operations that 

are instantiated (or not) by the lexical paradigm. Regarding this difference, Pounder 

(2000:86) excludes suppletion or insertion into the paradigm of lemmas that do not hold 

a regular relation of form to the base of the paradigm because a shared lexemic origin 

must be present for the establishment of a word-formation relation. That is, derivational 

paradigms thus defined reinforce the associative character attributed to the Old English 

lexicon by Kastovsky (1992:294) by considering series of derivatives like agan ‘to go’, 

began ‘to go over’, begang ‘practice’, beganga ‘inhabitant’, begenge ‘practice’, 

bigengere ‘worker’, bigengestre ‘maiden’, etc. from gan ‘to go’. Present-day English, in 

contradistinction, shows a dissociated lexicon in which a Germanic lexical item can be 

related semantically to non-Germanic derivatives as in mouth: oral, father: paternal, 

sun: solar, etc. (Kastovsky 1992:294). Concerning the question of dynamism, the 

morphological paradigm, as a set of operations, represents the dynamic part of word-

formation, whereas the lexical paradigm, being a product, constitutes the static part of 

word-formation. Therefore, a measure on productivity based on the lexical paradigm 

offers an assessment of the product rather than the process of word-formation, which is 

more coherent with a historical language in general and the nature of the available 

evidence in particular.2 
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3. The derivational paradigms of Old English basic adjectives 

 

As has been remarked above, the aim of this article is to assess the productivity and 

recursivity of the derivational paradigms of Old English with adjectival base, for which 

it is necessary to search for the basic adjectives and gather their paradigms. For the 

identification of primes, I draw on the study in Germanic primary adjectives by 

Heidermanns (1993) and, to a lesser extent, on the etymological dictionaries by Seebold 

(1970) and Orel (2003). The data for the analysis have been retrieved from the lexical 

database of Old English Nerthus (www.nerthusproject.com, consulted on November 20, 

2012), which consists of about 30,000 lexical entries based on Clark Hall’s A Concise 

Anglo-Saxon Dictionary. The whole lexicon has been scrutinized in order to ensure a 

comprehensive analysis of the phenomenon. 

 In general, the aims of the compilation of adjectival paradigms are either to 

identify completely new adjectival paradigms or to split the derivational paradigm of a 

strong verb into two parts, the verbal part and the adjectival part. More specifically, the 

analysis has taken the following steps. First of all, it is necessary to classify adjectives 

on the grounds of their role in word-formation. Such a classification comprises three 

types, namely derived adjectives, underived adjectives of the unrelated type and 

underived adjectives of the basic type, on which this article focuses. For instance, ēstful 

‘devout’ is a derived adjective because it results from the suffixation of the affix -ful to 

the base of derivation ēste ‘gracious’. Underived adjectives of the unrelated type are 

adjectives that cannot be related to a base of derivation by means of a morphological 

process of word-formation and, furthermore, do not have derivatives of their own. As 

their name indicates, underived adjectives of the unrelated type constitute a set of 

derivationally isolated adjectives. For example, bresne ‘mighty, strong’ qualifies as an 
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unrelated adjective. The total figure of derivationally unrelated adjectives that have 

been found throughout the analysis is 95. Basic adjectives constitute the base of 

derivation of derivational paradigms. 365 basic adjectives have been identified in the 

undertaking. For instance, the basic adjective blāc ‘bright, shining, glittering, flashing; 

pale, pallid, wan’ gives rise to a paradigm containing compounds, such as blāchlēor 

‘with pale cheeks’ (from blāc ‘bright, shining, glittering, flashing; pale, pallid, wan’ and 

hlēor ‘cheek; face, countenance’), zero derivatives, like āblācian ‘to become pale, grow 

faint; become tarnished’, and affixal derivatives of the type ǣblǣce ‘lustreless, pale, 

pallid’ and āblǣcnes ‘pallor, gloom’. The rest of the derivational paradigm of the basic 

adjective blāc by morphological process is given in (2): 

 

(2) 

a. Compounding: blāchlēor ‘with pale cheeks’, blǣcern ‘lamp, candle, 

 light,  lantern’, blǣcernlēoht ‘lantern-light’, blǣcpytt ‘bleaching-pit’, 

 flōdblāc ‘pale through fear of drowning’, heorublāc ‘mortally wounded’, 

 hildeblāc ‘deadly pale, mortally wounded’,  wederblāc ‘bleached by the 

 weather’. 

b. Prefixation: ǣblǣce ‘lustreless, pale, pallid’. 

c. Suffixation: āblǣcnes ‘pallor, gloom’, āblǣcung ‘pallor’, blācung ‘a 

 turning pale, pallor’. 

d. Zero derivation: āblācian ‘to become pale, grow faint; become 

 tarnished’, āblǣcan ‘to bleach, whiten’, blācian ‘to turn  pale’, blǣcan 

 ‘to bleach, whiten’, blǣco ‘pallor’, geblǣcan ‘disfigure; to make pale’. 
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Given the full derivational paradigm in (2), the question of recursivity arises. Indeed, 

the gradual derivation of āblǣcnes ‘pallor, gloom’, requires the previous derivation of 

āblǣcan ‘to bleach, whiten’, which can be traced back to blāc ‘bright, shining; pale, , 

wan’.  

  Secondly, it has been necessary to determine the category of the base of 

derivation of sets of semantically and morphologically related lexical items. In general, 

adjectives are the base of derivation of all categories (see Martín Arista 2013) regarding 

exceptions. New adjectival paradigms have been proposed whenever the meaning of an 

adjective that is morphologically related to a strong verb differs from the meaning of the 

strong verb in question. This is the case with heald 2 ‘sloping, inclined, bent’ and 

(ge)healdan ‘to hold, contain, inhabit; compel, rule, reign; keep, foster, defend; 

withhold, detain; maintain; regard, practise; satisfy, pay; take care; celebrate, hold 

(festival); proceed, go; treat, behave to, bear oneself; keep in mind’, each of which 

organizes a different paradigm based on meaning rather than form.  A more problematic 

decision has to be made on an adjective that is morphologically related to a strong verb 

but whose meaning does not differ from the one of the strong verb. A relevant example 

is provided by the pair calan ‘to grow cool or cold’ and ceald ‘cold’:  

 

(3)   

  ceald ‘cold’, ācealdian ‘to become cold’, ælceald ‘altogether cold, very cold’, 

 brimceald ‘ocean-cold, ceald ‘coldness, cold’, cealde ‘coldly’, cealdheort 

 ‘cruel’, cealdian ‘to become cold’, cealdnes ‘coldness, cold’, hrīmceald ‘icy 

 cold’, īsceald ‘icy cold’, oferceald ‘excessively cold’, sincald ‘perpetually cold’, 

 sincaldu ‘perpetual cold’, snāwceald ‘icy-cold’, wælceald ‘deadly-cold’, 

 winterceald  ‘wintry-cold’. 
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As a general rule, a semantic criterion has been adopted regarding pairs like calan ‘to 

grow cool or cold’ and ceald ‘cold’. Provided that the adjective cannot be decomposed 

semantically, it is considered the base of the paradigm if the strong verb displays the 

adjective in its meaning definition and the adjective does not display the strong verb in 

its definition. For this reason, the paradigm has been built on the base of ceald, rather 

than calan. 

  Thirdly, it has often been necessary to enlarge the inventory of adjectives 

provided by Heidermanns (1993). For instance, this author lists getæl ‘numerous’, 

whereas, after retrieving the relevant information from Nerthus, the resulting paradigm 

includes getæl 1 ‘number’, getæl 2 ‘numerous’, and talu ‘number’. 

  Finally, other paradigms have been newly created. This is the case with fals 1 

‘false’, which includes fals 2 ‘falsehood, fraud, counterfeit’. These instances give rise to 

a paradigm that has not been identified by previous research. It comprises one 

derivative only, the zero derived noun fals 2.  

 By following the steps just described, the analysis of each derivational paradigm 

consists of the identification of the basic adjective, the specification of derivatives by 

category and morphological process and the assessment of recursivity, as is shown by 

(4): 

 

(4) 

Basic adjective: æðele ‘noble, aristocratic, excellent, famous, glorious; splendid, 

fine, costly, valuable; lusty, young; pleasant, sweet-smelling’. 

Adjectives (9): æðelboren ‘of noble birth; free-born; inborn’, æðelcund ‘of noble 

birth’, æðellic ‘noble, excellent’, efenæðele ‘equally noble’, fullæðele ‘very 
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noble’, geæðele ‘natural, congenial, suitable’, onæðele ‘natural to’, unæðelboren 

‘low-born’, unæðele ‘of low birth, ignoble’. 

Adverbs (2): æðellīce ‘nobly ’, unæðelīce ‘ignobly’. 

Nouns (13): æðelborennes (f.) ‘nobility of birth or nature; inborn nature’, 

æðelcundnes (f.) ‘nobleness’, æðelcyning (m.) ‘noble king’, æðelduguð (f.) 

‘noble retinue’, æðeling (m.) ‘nobleman, prince; king, Christ, God; hero, saint; 

in pl. men, people’, æðelinghād (n.) ‘princely state’, æðelnes (f.) ‘nobility, 

excellence’, æðelu (fn.) ‘nobility; noble qualities; growth’, fæderæðelo (np.) 

‘patrimony; paternal kinship’, rihtæðelcwēn (f.) ‘lawful wife’, rihtæðelo (np.) 

‘true nobility’, sibæðeling (m.) ‘related noble’, unæðelnes (f.) ‘ignobility’. 

Weak verbs (2): geæðelian (2) ‘to make noble or renowned’, unæðelian (2) ‘to 

degrade, debase’. 

Compounds (8): æðelboren ‘of noble birth; free-born; inborn’, æðelcyning (m.) 

‘noble king’, æðelduguð (f.) ‘noble retinue’, efenæðele ‘equally noble’, 

fæderæðelo (np.) ‘patrimony; paternal kinship’, rihtæðelcwēn (f.) ‘lawful wife’, 

rihtæðelo (np.) ‘true nobility’, sibæðeling (m.) ‘related noble’. 

Prefixed (5): fullæðele ‘very noble’, onæðele ‘natural to’, unæðelboren ‘low-

born’, unæðele ‘of low birth, ignoble’, unæðelīce ‘ignobly’. 

Suffixed (9): æðelborennes (f.) ‘nobility of birth or nature; inborn nature’, 

æðelcund ‘of noble birth’, æðelcundnes (f.) ‘nobleness’, æðeling (m.) 

‘nobleman, prince; king, Christ, God; hero, saint; in pl. men, people’, 

æðelinghād (n.) ‘princely state’, æðellīce ‘nobly’, æðellic ‘noble, excellent’, 

æðelnes (f.) ‘nobility, excellence’, unæðelnes (f.) ‘ignobility’. 
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Zero-derived (4): æðelu (fn.) ‘nobility; noble qualities; growth’, geæðele 

‘natural, congenial, suitable’, geæðelian (2) ‘to make noble or renowned’, 

unæðelian (2) ‘to degrade, debase’. 

Recursive (aff>aff) (2): unæðelīce ‘ignobly’, unæðelnes (f.) ‘ignobility’. 

 

The derivational paradigm in (4) comprises derivatives of the adverbial, adjectival, 

nominal and verbal classes, among which nouns stand out, particularly affixed abstract 

nouns (æðelcundnes ‘nobleness’) and nominal compounds with adjectival adjunct 

(æðelcyning ‘noble king’). Furthermore, derivatives are produced by all major word-

formation processes, including compounding, prefixation, suffixation and zero 

derivation. Affixation is the most productive process, followed by compounding and 

zero derivation. Two instances of recursivity appear in (4), unæðelīce ‘ignobly, basely’ 

(æðelīce) and unæðelnes ‘ignobility’ (æðelnes). The figure is not very high when with 

the total of derivatives of the paradigm, which displays 26 derived lemmas. 

 From a quantitative point of view, the analysis has demonstrated that the 

adjective is a very productive lexical category. Only 95 derivationally unrelated (that is, 

without derivatives) adjectives have been identified, as opposed to the 365 basic 

adjectives that allow for the compilation of derivational paradigms. Moreover, 6,292 

lemmas have been gathered around basic adjectives. This figure represents more than 

20% of the Old English lexicon as listed by Nerthus. Table 1 is organized in the 

following way:  the column of derivatives displays the total number of instances found 

in the deadjectival paradigms analysed in this work, the third column contains the 

percentage that the absolute figure represents with respect to the total number of items 

of the lexical category in question found in deadjectival paradigms, the fourth column 
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presents the percentage represented by the absolute figure with respect to the total 

number of items of the lexical category in the whole lexicon. 

 

 

 

 

Category Derivatives 

(absolute) 

Relative to adjectival 

paradigms (6,292=100%) 

Relative to the whole 

lexical category 

Nouns 2,732 43.42%  14.74% (18,525=100%) 

Adjectives 2,037 32.37%  32.14% (6,337=100%) 

Weak verbs    771 12.25%  19.19% (4,017=100%) 

Adverbs    715 11.36%  40.46% (1,767=100%) 

Strong verbs      37   0.58%  02.22% (1,660=100%) 

Table 1: Absolute and relative productivity by category. 

 

The data shown in Table 1 shows that deadjectival formation is not as productive as 

other patterns, such as denominal or deverbal ones, in making new nouns. With respect 

to the whole lexicon, about 20% of the lexicon belongs in the derivational paradigms of 

basic adjectives. 

 By derivational process, there are 2,485 compounds and 1,950 suffixal 

derivatives. Suffixation is far more frequent than prefixation, which contributes 961 

derivatives. Zero derivation is practically as frequent as prefixation, giving rise to a total 

of 915 zero derived lemmas. These figures are displayed in Table 2, presented similarly 

to Table 1: the second column shows the total number of instances of each 

morphological process found in deadjectival paradigms, the third column gives the 
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percentage that the absolute figure of process represents with respect to the total number 

of items produced by the process in question in deadjectival paradigms, the fourth 

column gives the percentage represented by the absolute figure with respect to the total 

number of items turned out by the same process in the whole lexicon. 

 

 

Processes Derivatives 

(absolute) 

Relative to adjectival 

paradigms (6,292=100%) 

Relative to the whole 

process 

Compounds 2,485 39.49% 22.76% (10,916=100%) 

Suffixed 1,950 30.99% 26.55% (7,343=100%) 

Prefixed    961 15.27% 19.31% (4,976=100%) 

Zero-derived    915 14.54% 20.75% (4,409=100%) 

Table 2: Absolute and relative productivity by morphological process. 

 

According to the data provided by Table 2, deadjectival derivational paradigms are 

mainly the product of compounding and suffixation. It is notable that suffixation has 

twice as many derivatives as prefixation, which indicates a clear preference for the 

former, zero derivation also proves to be a less productive process. When compared 

with the percentages found in the whole lexicon, it turns out that affixation presents 

similar figures, whereas compounding is more frequent in deadjectival paradigms than 

in the whole lexicon. On the other hand, zero derivation is less frequent in deadjectival 

paradigms than in the lexicon. These figures show that adjectives resort to 

compounding (and secondarily to affixation) rather than zero derivation for configuring 

their paradigms. 
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 To conclude the quantitative analysis, a comparison with the paradigms of 

strong verbs is necessary. The Old English lexicon, as described by the Nerthus project, 

displays 359 derivational paradigms of strong verbs, in such a way that 18,850 lemmas 

can be identified as belonging to these paradigms. This makes an average type 

productivity of 52.5 derivatives per paradigm. There are 365 deadjectival paradigms, 

which contain 6,313 derivatives, thus displaying an average productivity of type of 17.2 

derivatives per paradigm. Consequently, there are reasons to maintain that the 

derivational paradigms of adjectives are not as productive as those of strong verbs, 

although, as has been pointed out above, they comprise around 20% of the total of 

lemmas. 

 On the qualitative side, this research demonstrates that, along with the strong 

verb, the adjective plays a significant role in the organization of the Old English 

lexicon. This goes in the line of Heidermanns (1993), who has identified the primary 

adjectives of Germanic rather than Bammesberger (1965), Hinderling (1967), Seebold 

(1970) and Kastovsky (1968, 1992), since the latter authors have stressed the central 

character of the strong verb to Germanic derivation, thus paying little attention to the 

derivatives based on other lexical categories. Also of qualitative relevance is the fact 

that adjectives constitute bases of derivation for some strong verbs, including 

efenwrītan ‘conscribere, to set down, present’ (< efen 1 ‘even, equal, like, level; just, 

true; calm, harmonious, equable’), (ge)brǣdan ‘to make broad, extend, spread’ (brād 1 

‘broad, flat, open, extended, spacious, wide; ample, copious’), gelīclǣtan ‘to liken, 

compare’, oferbrǣdan ‘to spread over, suffuse’ (< gelīc 1 ‘like, alike; similar, equal; 

suitable; likely’), grimman ‘to rage; hasten on’ (< grimm ‘fierce, savage; dire, severe, 

bitter, painful’), rēodan ‘to redden, stain with blood’ (< rēod 1 ‘red’) and sēocan ‘to be 
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ill, fall ill’ (< sēoc ‘sick, ill, diseased, feeble, weak; wounded; morally sick, corrupt; 

sad, troubled’).  

 

 

4. Recursivity in derivational paradigms 

 

In the discussion that follows word-formation is said to be recursive when it involves 

the repetition of a process or, in other words, when the output of a process functions as 

input to the same process. Other combinations of derivational processes are not strictly 

recursive, as is the case, for instance, with suffixation feeding compounding 

(blǣcðrustfel ‘leprosy’ < blǣcðaSUF ‘leprosy’ + ðrustfellCOMP ‘leprosy’) and the opposite 

(dǣdbōtlihting ‘mitigation of penance’ < dǣdbōtCOMP ‘amends, repentance, penitence’ + 

līhting 1SUF ‘relief, release’) because no repetition of a given process takes place. 

Prefixation and suffixation are subsumed under affixation because both of them cause a 

modification of the meaning of the base by means of the addition of a derivational 

morpheme. As a whole, recursivity arises in affixation far more often than in zero 

derivation and, quite unexpectedly, only 237 instances only of recursive compounding 

have been found (as in norðēastrodor ‘north-east quarter’ < norðēast 1COMP ‘north east’ 

+ ēastrodorCOMP ‘eastern sky’). Though 83 instances of recursive zero derivation were 

found (as in amællad ‘emptied out, brought to naught’ < āmeallian ‘to become insipid; 

to vanish, pass away’), affixation clearly stands out from the rest of the processes as 

regards recursive formations. All in all, 750 recursive derivatives have been identified, 

around half of which (378) constitute instances of suffixation as input to suffixation.  

 In the following analysis, affix loops, in the sense of recurrent sequences of 

affixes, are distinguished only when the output of a morphological process is inputted to 
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the same morphological process, as in prefixation feeding prefixation. The inventory of 

Old English affixes on which the analysis of affix loops and recursivity is based consists 

of 47 prefixes (ā-, ǣ-, æfter-, ǣg-, æt-, and-, ante-, arce-, be-, eall-, ed-, el-, for-, fore-, 

forð-, fram-, frēa-, full-, ge-, gēan-, geond-, healf-, ī-, in-, mid-, mis-, ō-, of-, ofer-, on-, 

or-, ðri-, sam-, sām-, sin-, sub-, tō-, twi-, ðurh-, un-, under-,  ūp-, ūt-, wan-, wið-, wiðer, 

ymb-) and 66 suffixes (-a, -an, -bǣre, -bora, -cian, -cund, -dōm, -e, -e (adv.), -ed, -el, 

 -els, -en, -end, -ende, -enga, -er, -ere, -erian, -erne, -es, -esse, -estre, -ett, -ettan, -fæst, 

-feald, -ful, -hād, -ic, -icge, -ig, -īge, -iht, -incel, -ing, -inga, -isc, -īðan, -lāc, -lǣcan,  

-læpped, -lēas, -lian, -lic, -ling, -līce, -mǣlum, -nes, -nian, -or, -oða, -rǣden, -scipe,  

-sian, -stafas, -sum, -tig, -ð, -um, -ung, -weard, -welle, -wīs, -wist). 

 Beginning with prefixation inputted to suffixation, this combination of processes 

arises in 152 instances displaying the following affixes: 

 

(5) 

-an (1) + ed-: ednīwe 1PREF ‘renewed, new’ > ednīwan ‘anew, again’; 

-dōm (1) + un-: unriht 2PREF ‘wrong, unrighteous, wicked, false; unlawful; 

unright’ > unrihtdōm ‘iniquity’ 

-e (9) + [forð-, full-, ofer-, un-, ūp-]: forðrihtPREF ‘direct, plain’ > forðrihte 

‘straightaway, at once; unmistakeably, plainly; straight on’; 

-e (adv.) (8) + un-: unāfylledlicPREF ‘that cannot be filled, insatiable’ > 

unāfylledlīce ‘insatiably ’; 

-el (1) + æfter-: æftergengaPREF ‘follower, successor, descendant’ > æftergengel 

‘successor’; 

-end (7) + [ā-, æfter-, be-, mid-, ofer-]: āfyllan 1PREF ‘to fill, fill up, replenish, 

satisfy; complete, fulfil’ > āfulliend ‘fuller’; 
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-ende (1) + un-: unfæstPREF ‘not fixed, not firm, loose, unsteady, tottering; unfast’ 

> unfæstende ‘not fasting’; 

-ere (1) + æfter-: æfterfolgianPREF ‘to follow after, succeed, pursue’ > æfterfolgere 

‘follower’ 

-es (3) + [and-, forð-, un-]: andlang 1PREF ‘entire, continuous, extended’ > 

andlanges 1 ‘along’; 

-estre (1) + ofer-: oferswīðanPREF ‘to overpower, overcome, conquer, vanquish; 

excel, surpass’ > oferswīðestre ‘victrix’; 

-ettan (1) + [on-]: onriht 1PREF ‘right, lawful, proper; owned by?’ > onrettan ‘to 

put confusion, disgrace’; 

-fæst (3) + [in-, un-]: inburgPREF ‘hall’ > inburhfæst ‘stationed in a hall’; 

-ful (4) + [and-, fore-, of-, un-]: andwlitePREF ‘face, forehead, countenance, form’ 

> andwliteful ‘vultuosus; with grim look’; 

-hād (1) + un-: geuntrumPREF ‘infirm, weakly, sick, ill’ > untrumhād ‘infirm 

state’; 

-ig (3) + [be-, wan-]: behrūmianPREF ‘to besmirch’ > behrūmig ‘sooty’; 

-ing (4) + [ā-,be-, ymb-]: āhierdanPREF ‘to make hard, harden; encourage, animate’ 

> āhierding ‘hardening’; 

-inga (1) + ed-: ednīwe 1PREF ‘renewed, new’ > ednīwinga ‘anew, again’; 

-lic (14) + [ā-, æfter-, fore-, mid-, un-]: āhildanPREF ‘to bend, incline; rest, lay 

down; turn away, avert; cast down, destroy’ > āhyldendlic ‘enclitic’; 

-līce (11) + [el-, for-, full-, un-]: æltǣwePREF ‘complete, entire, perfect, healthy, 

sound, true; noted’ > æltǣwelīce ‘well, perfectly ’; 

-nes (57) + [ā-, ǣ-,æfter-, and-, be-, el-, for-, fore-, full-, ge-, mid-, ofer-, on-, tō-, 

un-, wan-]: āblǣcanPREF ‘to bleach, whiten’ > ǣblǣcnes ‘pallor, gloom’; 
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-scipe (1) + or-: (ge)orrettanPREF ‘to put confusion, disgrace’ > orretscipe 

‘infamy’; 

-ð (1) + wan-: wanhālPREF ‘unsound, weak, ill, maimed’ > wanhǣlð ‘weakness, 

sickness’; 

-ung (19) + [ā-, æfter-, be-, el-, for-, fore-, mis-, of-, ofer-]: ābisgianPREF ‘to busy, 

occupy, employ; be busy with, engage in, undertake; take up, fill’ > ābisgung 

‘occupation; trouble’. 

 

As regards suffixation as input to prefixation, a total of 203 instances have appeared. 

They comprise the following affixes: 

 

(6) 

ā- (5) + [-erian, -sian]: swīðrianSUF  ‘to avail, become strong, prevail’ > 

aswȳðerian ‘to make heavy or grievous, aggravate, increase, make stronger’; 

æfter- (2) + [-end, -ð]: onfōndSUF ‘undertaker, supporter’ > æfteronfōnd ‘one 

about to receive’;  

æt- (1) + -es : gerihtesSUF ‘right, straight’ > ætrihtes ‘almost, nearly, 

immediately’; 

be- (5) + [-an, -sian]: ēastanSUF ‘from the east, easterly’ + beēastan ‘to the east 

of’; 

eall- (13) + [-en, -end, -ig, -lic, -ung]: gyldenSUF  ‘golden’ > eallgylden ‘all-

golden’; 

ed- (1) + -nes: (ge)cēlnesSUF ‘coolness, cool air, breeze’ > edcēlnes ‘refreshment’; 

for- (13) + [-cian, -e, -el, -ful, -lic, -līce] > elcianSUF ‘to put off, delay’ > forelcian 

‘to delay’; 
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fore- (2) + [-ig, -līce]: glēawlīceSUF ‘prudently, wisely, clearly, well’ > 

foreglēawlīce ‘providently, prudently ’; 

full- (22) + [-e, -ig, -lic, -līce, -or, -sum]: georneSUF ‘eagerly, zealously, earnestly, 

gladly; well, carefully, completely, exactly; quickly’ > fullgeorne ‘very eagerly’;  

ge- (1) + -end : frēondSUF ‘friend, relative; lover’ > gefrīend ‘friends’; 

healf- (1) + -ig : scyldigSUF  ‘guilty, criminal, sinful; liable, responsible, in debt to’ 

> healfscyldig ‘partially guilty’; 

in- (1) + -nes: dīegolnesSUF ‘privacy, secrecy, solitude; secret thought, mystery; 

hiding-place, recess’ > indīegelnes ‘hiding-place’; 

mid- (6) + [-e, -en, -ig, -nes, -ð, -ung] : micleSUF ‘much, very, greatly’ > medmicle 

‘humbly, meanly, slightly’; 

ofer- (8) + [-e, -erian, -ful, -līce, -nes, -sian]: swīðeSUF ‘very much, exceedingly, 

severely, violently, fiercely’ > oferswīðe ‘over-much, excessively’; 

on- (4) + [-an, -lic, -līce]: nēanSUF ‘from near by; close at hand, near; nearly, 

about’ > onnēan ‘approach’; 

or- (2) + [-scipe, -ð]: gālscipeSUF ‘excess, luxury, lasciviousness, wantonness; 

pride’ > orgālscipe ‘wantonness’ 

sin- (1) + -nes: wrǣnnesSUF ‘luxury, lust, wantonness’ > sinwrǣnnes ‘constant 

lechery’ 

tō- (2) + -lǣcan: (ge)nēalǣcanSUF ‘to come or draw near, approach; be near; be 

like; cling to’ > tōnēalǣcan ‘to approach’ 

ðurh- (2) + [-ig, -sian]:  hālig 1SUF ‘holy, consecrated, sacred; venerated; godly, 

saintly; ecclesiastical; pacific, tame’  > ðurhhālig ‘most holy’; 

un- (105) + [-e, -el, -ende, -fæst, -ful, -ig, -inga, -lic, -līce, -nes, -or, -scipe, -sian,  
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-sum, -ð, -um, -ung, -wīs]: georneSUF ‘eagerly, zealously, earnestly, gladly; well, 

carefully, completely, exactly; quickly’ > ungeorne ‘negligently; unwillingly’; 

wan- (1) + -ig: (ge)sǣligSUF  ‘fortuitous; happy, prosperous’ > wansǣlig ‘unhappy’ 

wið- (2) + -an: ēastanSUF ‘from the east, easterly’ > wiðēastan ‘eastward, 

eastwards’; 

wiðer- (1) + -es: gerihtesSUF ‘right, straight’ > wiðerræhtes ‘opposite’; 

ymb- (2) + [-nes, -ung]: (ge)fæstnungSUF ‘fastening, bond; strengthening, stability; 

security, safety; protection, shelter; confirmation, ratification, pledge, 

engagement; exhortation’ > ymbfæstnung ‘monument, tomb’. 

 

Although the pairs of affixes presented by examples (5) and (6) do not give rise to affix 

loops, as has already been remarked, they certainly entail semantic compatibility or, at 

least, do not violate the redundancy restriction (Lieber 2004:161) requiring that affixes 

do not add a meaning already present in the base of derivation. It should be noted as a 

general rule that such compatibility holds between the more general meaning usually 

conveyed by prefixes and the more specific one contributed by suffixes. Moreover, the 

output lexical category of the first process has to be compatible with the input lexical 

category required by the second process, suffixes usually imposing more strict 

requirements on input category than prefixes. 

 Regarding recursive prefixation with prefixed bases, this recursive pattern 

appears in 17 instances, comprised of the affix sequences or affix loops (Lieber 

2004:168) given under (7). Notice that the loops in example (8) and (9) are described 

from the perspective of the outmost affix, with the figure between brackets indicating 

the number of tokens found of the affix loops or types in question: 
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(7) 

full-  (1) + un-: unrōtPREF  ‘sad, dejected; displeased, angry’ > fullunrōt ‘full sad, 

very unhappy’; 

ge- (1) + æl-: ælfremedPREF  ‘strange, foreign’ > geælfremed ‘estranged; free, 

separated from’; 

healf- (1) + sine-: sinewealtPREF ‘round, globular, concave; circular, cylindrical’ > 

healfsinewealt ‘semicircular’; 

of- (1) + ā-: ādrȳganPREF ‘to dry up; dry, wipe dry’ > ofādrygan ‘to dry off, wipe 

off’; 

ofer- (1) + healf-: healfhēafodPREF ‘front of the head’ > oferhealfhēafod’crown of 

the head’; 

on- (1) + ā-: āfæstnianPREF ‘to fix upon, fasten, make firm, confirm; enter, 

inscribe; build’ > onāfæstnian ‘to make fast, bind’; 

ðurh- (1) + un-: unrōtPREF ‘sad, dejected; displeased, angry’ > ðurhunrōt ‘very 

sad’; 

un- (10) + [ā-, full-, ge-, ofer-]: oferswīðanPREF ‘to overpower, overcome, 

conquer, vanquish; excel, surpass’ > unoferswīðed ‘unconquerable, invincible’. 

 

A total of 11 affixes arise in recursive prefixation as described by (8): ā-, æl, ðurh-, full-

, ge-, healf-, of-, ofer-, on-, sine-, un- (the whole lexicon containing 47 prefixes). The 

prefixes full-, ge-, healf-, ofer- and un- can attach both finally and pre-finally. 

Remarkably, the only affix that appears in more than one loop is the negative prefix un-, 

all others displaying not only one type but also one token.  

 To complete this section, suffixation as input to suffixation involves the 

following affixal sequences: 
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(8) 

-bǣre (1) + -ð: dēaðSUF ‘death, dying; cause of death; in pl. manes, ghosts’ > 

dēaðbǣre ‘deadly’; 

-cund (1) + -e: feorraneSUF ‘from afar, from a remote time or place; far off, at a 

distance’  > feorrancund ‘come from afar, foreign born’; 

-dōm (2) + [-ig, -wīs]: hālig 1SUF  ‘holy, consecrated, sacred; venerated; godly, 

saintly; ecclesiastical; pacific, tame’ > hāligdōm ‘holiness, righteousness, sanctity; 

holy place, sanctuary, chapel; relics, holy things; holy office; sacrament; holy 

doctrines’; 

-e (9) + [-an, -cund, -el, -er, -fæst, -feald, -ig, -sum, -weard]: ēastanSUF ‘from the 

east, easterly’ > ēastane ‘from the east, easterly’; 

-e (adv.) (167) + -lic: āhyldendlicSUF ‘enclitic’ > ahyldendlīce ‘incliningly’; 

-en (2) + -fæst: ǣwfæstSUF ‘upright, pious, devout, religious; married’ > ǣwfæsten 

‘legal or public fast’; 

-end (6) + [-an, -cian, -ettan, -lǣcan, -sian, -wīs]: ednīwanSUF  ‘anew, again’ > 

ednīwigend ‘restorer’; 

-ende (1) + -dōm: selfdōmSUF  ‘independence’ > selfdēmende ‘sarabaita, monk 

living subject only to his own rules’; 

-ere (6) + [-dōm, -ettan, -lǣcan, -sian]: sefdōmSUF ‘independence’  > sefdēmere 

‘sarabaita, monk living subject only to his own rules’;  

-es (3) + -weard: ēastweardSUF  ‘east, eastward’ > ēastweardes ‘eastwards’; 

-estre (2) + -lǣcan: (ge)efenlǣcanSUF ‘to be like; make like, match, imitate’ > 

geefenlǣcestre ‘female imitator’; 
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-ett (1) + -e: nearweSUF ‘narrowly, closely, strictly; carefully, exactly; 

oppressively, forcibly; artfully; anxiously’ > nirewett ‘narrowness; narrow place, 

defile, pass; hardness of breathing’; 

-fæst (1) + -ig: wlitigSUF ‘radiant, beautiful, fair, comely’ > wlitigfæst of enduring 

beauty’; 

-ful (3) + [-en, -ð]: frēcenSUF ‘danger’ > frēcenful ‘dangerous’; 

-hād (1) + -ing:  æðelingSUF ‘man of royal blood, nobleman, chief, prince; king, 

Christ, God; man, hero, saint; in pl. men, people’ > æðelinghād ‘princely state’;  

-ing (2) + [-lǣcan, -ð]: (ge)lōmlǣcanSUF ‘to frequent; be frequent’ > gelōmlǣcing 

‘frequency, frequenting’; 

-lic (39) [-bǣre, -dōm, -en, -ende, -fæst, -feald, -ful, -ig, -sian, -sum -ð, -wīs]: 

dēaðbǣreSUF ‘deadly’ > dēaðbǣrnes ‘deadliness, destructiveness’; 

-līce (27) [-cund, -e, -fæst, -feald, -ful, -ig, -oða]: woruldcundSUF  ‘worldly, secular 

‘ > woruldcundlīce ‘in a worldly spirit’; 

-nes (76) + [-bǣre, -cund, -el, -en, -end, -ende, -ere, -ett, -fæst, -feald, -ful, -ig,  

-ing, -lǣcan, -lēas, -lic, -līce, -rǣden, -sum, -ung, -weard, -wīs]: dēaðbǣreSUF 

‘deadly’ > dēaðbǣrnes ‘deadliness, destructiveness’; 

-nian (4) + -fæst: (ge)līffæstSUF  ‘living, quickened, full of life, vigorous; life-

giving; settled’ > gelīffæstnian ‘to quicken’; 

-scipe (1) + -dōm: ealdordōmSUF ‘power, lordship, rule, dominion, authority, 

magistracy; superiority, preeminence; beginning?’ > ealdordōmscipe ‘office of 

alderman’; 

-ð (2) + -lēas : frēondlēasSUF ‘friendless; orphan’ > frēondlēast ‘want of friends’; 

-um (2) + [-e, -ende]: lēofwendeSUF ‘kind, loving, gracious, acceptable, estimable, 

agreeable’ > lēofwendum ‘ardently’; 
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-ung (17) + [-cian, -el, -erian, -ettan, -fæst, -lǣcan, -sian]: elcianSUF ‘to put off, 

delay’ > elcung ‘delay’; 

-weard (2) + [an]: norðan 1SUF ‘from the north’ > norðanweard ‘northward’. 

-lic (39) [-bǣre, -dōm, -en, -ende, -fæst, -feald, -ful, -ig, -sian, -sum -ð, -wīs]: 

dēaðbǣreSUF ‘deadly’ > dēaðbǣrnes ‘deadliness, destructiveness’; 

-līce (27) [-cund, -e, -fæst, -feald, -ful, -ig, -oða]: woruldcundSUF  ‘worldly, secular 

‘ > woruldcundlīce ‘in a worldly spirit’; 

-nes (76) + [-bǣre, -cund, -el, -en, -end, -ende, -ere, -ett, -fæst, -feald, -ful, -ig, -

ing, -lǣcan, -lēas, -lic, -līce, -rǣden, -sum, -ung, -weard, -wīs]: dēaðbǣreSUF 

‘deadly’ > dēaðbǣrnes ‘deadliness, destructiveness’; 

-nian (4) + -fæst: (ge)līffæstSUF  ‘living, quickened, full of life, vigorous; life-

giving; settled’ > gelīffæstnian ‘to quicken’; 

-scipe (1) + -dōm: ealdordōmSUF ‘power, lordship, rule, dominion, authority, 

magistracy; superiority, preeminence; beginning?’ > ealdordōmscipe ‘office of 

alderman’; 

-ð (2) + -lēas : frēondlēasSUF ‘friendless; orphan’ > frēondlēast ‘want of friends’; 

-um (2) + [-e, -ende]: lēofwendeSUF ‘kind, loving, gracious, acceptable, estimable, 

agreeable’ > lēofwendum ‘ardently’; 

-ung (17) + [-cian, -el, -erian, -ettan, -fæst, -lǣcan, -sian]: elcianSUF ‘to put off, 

delay’ > elcung ‘delay’; 

-weard (2) + [an]: norðan 1SUF ‘from the north’ > norðanweard ‘northward’. 

 

Considering the affixes displayed by the loops in (8), 42 suffixes out of a total of 66 

appear (-an, -bǣre, -cian, -cian, -cund, -dōm, -e, -el, -en, -end, -ende, -er, -ere, -erian,  

-es, -estre, -ett, -etta, -ettan, -fæst, -feald, -ful, -hād, -ig, -ing, -lǣcan, -lēas, -lic, -līce,  
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-nes, -nian, -oða, -rǣden, -scipe, -sian, -sum, -ð, -um, -ung, -ung, -weard, -wīs). The 

suffixes -bǣre, -cund, -dōm, -e, -en, -end, -ende, -ere, -ett, -fæst, -ful, -ing, -lic, -līce, -ð, 

and -ung can attach both finally and pre-finally. From the point of view of different 

patterns of affix combination (affix loops) or types, the noun-forming (mostly 

deadjectival) suffix -nes stands out, thus -bǣre-nes, -cund-nes, -el-nes, -en-nes, -end-

nes, -ende-nes, -ere-nes, -ett-nes, -fæst-nes, -feald-nes, -ful-nes, -ig-nes, -ing-nes,  

-lǣcan-nes, -lēas-nes, -lic-nes, -līce-nes, -rǣden-nes, -sum-nes, -ung-nes, -weard-nes,  

-wīs-nes) stands out. In adjective formation, the (mostly deadjectival) suffix -lic is 

displayed by the loops -bǣre-lic, -dōm-lic, -en-lic, -ende-lic, -fæst-lic, -feald-lic, -ful-lic, 

-ig-lic, -sian-lic, -sum-lic, -ð-lic and -wīs-lic. In token analysis, the adverb-forming 

(deadjectival) suffix -e has no rival among the affixes that apply recursively. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The preceding sections have dealt with productivity and recursivity in Old English 

word-formation, which have been addressed from a paradigmatic perspective and with a 

focus on deadjectival derivation. After identifying the basic adjectives and gathering all 

the derivational paradigms based on such basic adjectives, it has been possible to assess 

the productivity (in the sense of number of derivatives) of the lexical class of the 

adjective as opposed to the strong verb, which is considered in the field to be the 

starting point of lexical derivation. With an average of 17.2 derivatives per paradigm, 

the adjective is not as productive as the strong verb (52.3 derivatives per paradigm) but, 

on the qualitative side, all major processes of word-formation partake in deadjectival 
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derivation from primes, while the output of such derivation produces all the major 

lexical classes. Moreover, a few strong verbs derive from basic adjectives.  

 The analysis of morphological recursivity in adjectival paradigms shows that 

affixation applies recursively more frequently than compounding, which, in turn, is 

found in more recursive patterns than zero derivation. All in all, 750 recursive 

derivatives that display recursive affixation have been identified of which 378 result 

from suffixation feeding suffixation. The comparison of recursive prefixation and 

recursive suffixation shows that the latter involves more affixes (both in absolute terms 

and in relative terms with respect to the whole inventory found in the lexicon), more 

affixes that can attach pre-finally as well as finally and more affix loops (by type and by 

token). Regarding individual affixes, un- stands out in recursive prefixation while the 

noun-forming suffix -nes and the adjective-forming suffix -lic excel in recursive 

suffixation.  

 This work also sheds new light on the paradigmatic dimension of Old English 

word-formation by stressing the importance of the adjective as the base of derivational 

paradigms. Two questions have been explored in this area. In the first place, the analysis 

of all lexical classes has produced more accurate results than the partial analyses 

undertaken by previous studies. Indeed, it has been possible to make fine-grained 

distinctions when identifying lexical primes and gathering their derivational paradigms. 

In the second place, paradigmatic productivity, understood as the number of derivatives 

found in type analysis, has helped to measure the relative weight of lexical categories in 

lexical creation as a whole.  
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1 The following abbreviations are used throughout the article: ADJ (adjective), ADV 

(adverb), BT (Bosworth-Toller), f. (feminine), m. (masculine), n. (neuter), N (noun), np. 

(neuter plural), p. (plural), STV (strong verb) and WKV (weak verb). 

 

2 Martín Arista (2013) distinguishes the degree of recursivity of word formations from 

the derivational depth of lexical paradigms, in such a way that the former is linguistic 

property whereas the latter very much depends on the methodology of research and, 

more specifically, on whether the analysis is synchronic, diachronic or a combination of 

both. 
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